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Vax careline
0870 6061248

Vax model number:

V-083
V-083Q

www.vax.co.uk

instruction manual

Steam cleaner

Please read carefully before using this cleaner.
Always fully extend the mains cable before use.
Retain for future reference.
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Floor cloth
Utility cloth
Spot brush
Nozzle brush
Nozzle pin
Funnel
Carpet glide base (V-083Q only)
Steam comb (V-083Q only)
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2. Safety Information
For Household Use Only
When using the steam cleaner, basic safety precautions
should always be observed, including the following:
1.

Do not leave the steam cleaner unattended when
plugged in. Unplug it from the socket when not in use.

2.

To prevent electric shock do not use outdoors.

3.

Not to be used as a toy. Close supervision is necessary
when used near children or the infirm.

4.

Use only as described in this manual.

5.

Do not use with a damaged cord or plug. If the supply
cord and/or plug is damaged, they must be replaced by
the manufacturer, a Vax Service Agent or similarly
qualified persons in order to avoid hazard.

6.

Do not pull or carry by the cord, use the cord as a
handle, allow the cord to come into contact with hot or
sharp surfaces or close a door on the cord.

7.

Do not unplug by pulling on the cord.

8.

Do not handle the plug or cleaner with wet hands.

9.

Do not put any objects into openings or operate with
openings blocked.

10. Do not use without the tank cap in place.
11. Turn off all controls before unplugging.
12. Do not use an extension cord.
13. Store indoors, put away after use to prevent tripping
accidents.
14. Using improper voltage may result in damage to the
steam cleaner and possible injury to the user. The
correct voltage is listed on the rating label.
15. This steam cleaner is intended for household use only.
16. A hazard may occur if the steam cleaner runs over the
power cord.
17. Never immerse the steam cleaner in water or other
liquids.
18. Keep the steam cleaner away from the rain and
moisture. The steam cleaner is not suitable for outdoor
use.
19. Only use the steam cleaner in containers/pools that
are not filled with water or other liquids.
20. Do not operate the steam cleaner without water in
the tank. Always top up with water in good time.
21. Empty the water tank when the steam cleaner is not
in use.

may damage the steam cleaner or make it dangerous
to use.
23. Always remove the mains plug and handle the steam
cleaner with care when topping up with water.
24. Do not overfill the tank. Do not exceed the maximum
prescribed filling level. Please use the funnel included.
25. Ensure that the water tank’s closure cap has been
screwed down fully before use.
26. Do not touch any hot areas on the steam cleaner. It is
normal for the steam cleaner to heat up during
operation.
27. Do not use the steam cleaner to treat any items of
clothing that are still being worn on the body.
28. The force and heat of the steam may have an adverse
effect on some materials. Always check whether a
surface is suitable for treatment with the steam
cleaner by carrying out a test beforehand on a
concealed area.
29. Always include these operating instructions if passing
the steam cleaner onto a third party.
30. Never aim the steam cleaner at people, animals or
plants (risk of scalding!) Do not aim the steam cleaner
at electrical systems or wires.
31. Please always switch the appliance off and remove
the mains plug from the socket if leaving the work
area.
32. Accessories become hot during use- allow them to
cool down before handling.
33. Maintain and clean the steam cleaner only when the
unit is cold.
Steam Release Safety Feature
IMPORTANT: This steam cleaner is equipped
with a steam release valve mechanism, located
at the rear of the steam generator. In event of a steam
flow blockage, the safety valve is designed to release
the steam. Regular cleaning of the steam chamber and
nozzle is therefore recommended to avoid such an
occurrence. If the steam is released from the safety
valve, stop cleaning and unplug the steam cleaner
from the electrical outlet. Allow the steam cleaner to
cool down thoroughly for at least one hour. After this
time, clean the steam chamber and nozzle following
the instructions in section 6.

!

If steam is still being released from the safety valve
after cleaning, contact a Vax Service Agent.

22. Never fill the tank with anything other than water.
Never put additives (such as perfume, stain remover
or products containing alcohol) in the water as they

safety information
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3. How to Assemble
!

IMPORTANT: Never unscrew the tank cap
during use.

!

IMPORTANT: Never fill the tank directly from
a tap. Use a jug and the funnel provided.

!

IMPORTANT: Do not operate a damaged
appliance or damaged accessories.

!

IMPORTANT: This steam cleaner is not intended
for commercial use.

4. How to Operate
Align the hole in the side of the floor head with the lock
button on the main body of the steam cleaner. Ensure that
the lock button clicks firmly into place (Fig4/1).

NOTE: Carpets should be dry vacuumed thoroughly
before using the steam cleaner.
NOTE: If the supply cord is damaged, it must be
replaced by the manufacturer, a Vax Service Agent or
similarly qualified persons to avoid hazard.
Place the steam cleaner in a horizontal position and
remove the water tank cap. Use the funnel provided to
slowly fill the water tank with clean water. Replace the cap
securely (Fig3/1).

Fig.3/1
Insert the power plug into an electrical outlet. Make sure
the steam cleaner is switched off.
Press the on/off switch located on the handle to switch
the steam cleaner on.
The red heater “ON” light should now be illuminated.
Press the steam switch to the “ON” position.
After approximately 30 seconds the green “Steam Ready”
light should come on.
Turn the Steam regulator control to maximum and point
the steam nozzle towards a cloth or sink for approximately
10-15 seconds, to stabilise the flow and produce a
continuous steam.
Ensure the steam switch is turned off before connecting
the floor head or any of the other cleaning accessories.

4 assembly / operation

Fig.4/1
Connect the floor cloth to the floor head by using the
towel grips (Fig4/2).

Fig.4/2
Turn the steam switch on.
Carpet Cleaning
When cleaning carpets and rugs, leave the steam regulator
control set to “maximum”. Use slow backward strokes and
lift the floor head slightly during forward strokes to reduce
friction between the cloth and the carpet.
N.B Do not press the appliance hard against the carpet.
For large carpeted areas (Model: V-083Q only)
For freer movement of the steamer over larger carpeted
areas the carpet glide attachment can be used.
Detach and remove the steam comb section from the
carpet glide attachment.
Fold the cloth and place inside the carpet glide base.
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Secure the floor head inside the carpet glide base and
connect the cloth to the attachment by using the towel
grips (Fig.4/3).

Move the brush sliders so that the brushes appear
underneath the floor head. Move the brushes backwards
and forwards over the selected area.
N.B Do not use the brushes for routine carpet and hard
floor cleaning as unnecessary scrubbing may cause
damage. The brushes should only be used for
removing stubborn stains and grime.
Carpet Pile Rejuvenation (Model: V-083Q only)
To rejuvenate flattened carpet piles, remove the cloth and
connect the carpet glide base to the floor head with the
steam comb section in place.

Cloth
Fig.4/3
Use slow forward and backward cleaning strokes over the
desired area.
For carpets and rugs – leave the steam regulator control
set to “maximum”
For flat pile – Unscrew and remove the corner gliders
Hard Floor Cleaning
Reduce the steam flow to a lower setting by turning the
steam control regulator. Use both forward and backward
strokes across the floor area.
N.B When the cloth becomes very wet, rinse out the
moisture, use the reverse side or replace with a clean, dry
cloth. If the towel becomes too dirty, rinse out the dirt,
use the reverse side or replace with a clean, dry cloth.

Fig.4/5
IMPORTANT: The housing and accessories
become hot during operation. Allow the steam
cleaner to cool down before changing the accessories.
Never open the water tank cap whilst the steam
switch is on.

!

Stubborn Stains
For removing stubborn stains or embedded grime on hard
surfaces, fold and attach the cloth leaving the brushes
underneath the floor head visible. (Fig4/4).

Fig.4/4

operation
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5. Accessories

6. Maintenance

The accessories can be attached to the main body of the
steam cleaner by removing the floor head. Press the lock
button in to remove the floor head.

After Each Use

Fit the required accessory by aligning the hole in the side
of the accessory with the lock button on the main body of
the steam cleaner. Ensure that the lock button clicks firmly
into place.
Squeegee: For cleaning glass and mirror panels. Use the
squeegee at a very low steam flow. Achieve this by
adjusting the steam regulator. A cloth can be used to wipe
the blade and remove excess water during usage. For small
window panels, remove the squeegee tool and spray the
steam directly onto the surface. Use the squeegee
separately to wipe away the moisture.
Spot Brush: For cleaning the grout between tiles or
stubborn marks and stains on hard surfaces. Use at
medium or high steam flow.
Utility Tool: For cleaning tiled surfaces, cabinets and
worktops in kitchens and bathrooms. Use on a low to
medium steam flow. Cover the utility tool with the
elasticised cloth (Fig5/1).

NOTE: When you have finished steam cleaning, ensure
that both the power switch and steam switch are
turned off and that the plug is removed from the
electrical outlet.
Empty any remaining water from the tank by unscrewing
the water tank cap and turning the steam cleaner upside
down. This should be done over a sink or outdoors.
Store the steam cleaner by using the hanging strap at the
top of the handle if needed.
Cleaning the Steam Generator
IMPORTANT: Only follow these instructions
when the steam cleaner is completely cooled
down. Also ensure that the plug is removed from the
electrical outlet.

!

Twist the steam nozzle, releasing it from its locked
position. Pull upwards; this will remove it completely from
the steam chamber (Fig6/1).

Fig.6/1
Fig.5/1

Insert the nozzle brush into the chamber (Fig6/2).

Deflector Nozzle: For cleaning sanitary ware such as
toilet bowls, taps or drain covers. Use this nozzle at
maximum steam flow. Point it directly at non-permanent
stains on carpets or upholstery whilst holding a clean cloth
near the stained area to capture any loosened dirt.
NOTE: When the steam cleaner is used for cleaning in
the overhead position, increase the steam flow to
maximum and allow approximately 30 seconds for the
steam to be generated in full. Now the flow can be
reduced to the level required for the particular
accessory being used. Shake the steam cleaner gently
to ensure that the weighted tubing inside the tank is
in the correct (immersed) position.

6 accessories / maintenance

Fig.6/2
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Rotate the brush while pulling it in and out of the chamber.
Insert the steam nozzle back into the chamber and turn it
clockwise to lock back into position.
N.B Vax recommends cleaning the chamber after
every 12-15 uses to ensure optimum performance.
Unblocking the Steam Outlet

7. Troubleshooting
!

WARNING: To reduce the risk of personal injury,
unplug the steam cleaner before servicing.

PROBLEM: Steam cleaner has no power
Cause:

Steam cleaner is not properly plugged into an
electrical outlet or is not switched on.

If steam flow appears reduced, the steam nozzle may be
blocked.

Solution: Insert the plug into an electrical outlet and
switch the steam cleaner on.

Insert the nozzle pin into the centre of the steam nozzle.
This will clear any blockage that may have formed.

Cause:

Cleaning the Cloths
Both the floor and utility tool cloths can be machine
washed (60ºC max). For heavy soiling, soak the cloths in
warm water and detergent or a mild stain remover. Allow
to dry completely before storing.

The socket is faulty.

Solution: Check the socket by unplugging the steam
cleaner and plugging in a different appliance.
Cause:

The power cable is damaged.

Solution: Have the cable replaced by a Vax Service Agent.
PROBLEM: No steam is emitted when the steam
cleaner is on.
Cause:

The water tank is empty.

Solution: Top up with water.
Cause:

The steam nozzle is blocked.

Solution: Refer to section 6.
Cause:

Despite the green light, the steam switch is
not activated properly.

Solution: Press down the steam switch fully.
Cause:

The weighted tubing inside the tank is not in
the correct (immersed) position.

Solution: Shake the steam cleaner gently.
PROBLEM: Only a very small amount of steam flows
out of the steam cleaner.
Cause:

The steam regulator is set to minimum.

Solution: Turn the steam controller until sufficient
steam is emitted.

maintenance / troubleshooting
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10. UK Service & Help

11. Technical Specification

Vax Care 0870 6061248

Voltage:
Wattage:
Capacity:
Cord length:
Weight:

Monday-Friday 9.00am to 5.00pm.
An answerphone is available outside of these hours. Any
queries or concerns about using the Vax, call the Vax
Careline. Calls are charged at the UK national rate.
Please make a note of the serial number and model
number of the carpet cleaner before calling. There are
over 400 approved Vax Service Agents in the UK. For the
nearest Service Agent, please call the Vax Careline.
www.vax.co.uk

8 uk service / technical specification

220-240V ~50Hz
1400W
1.2 litres approx
4.6m approx
3kg

Subject to technical change without notice.
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EEC STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE
Manufacturer/EEC importer: Vax Limited, hereby on our own responsibility, declare that the products
V-083/V-083Q Upright Steam Cleaner are manufactured in compliance with the following Directives:
Safety: 2006/95/EC Low Voltage Directive
EMC: 89/336/EEC Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive

Waste electrical products should not be disposed of with household waste. Please recycle where
facilities exist. Check with your Local Authority or retailer for recycling advice.

Vax Ltd., Kingswood Road, Hampton Lovett, Droitwich, Worcestershire, WR9 OQH, UK
email: info@vax.co.uk - website: www.vax.co.uk

